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Simple Coding Techniques
for Many-Hop Relaying

Yan Hao Ling and Jonathan Scarlett

Abstract—In this paper, we study the problem of relaying a
single bit of information across a series of binary symmetric
channels, and the associated trade-off between the number of
hops m, the transmission time n, and the error probability.
We introduce a simple, efficient, and deterministic protocol that
attains positive information velocity (i.e., a non-vanishing ratio
m
n

and small error probability) and is significantly simpler than
existing protocols that do so. In addition, we characterize the
optimal low-noise and high-noise scaling laws of the information
velocity, and we adapt our 1-bit protocol to transmit k bits over
m hops with O(m+ k) transmission time.

Index Terms—Information velocity, relay channels, many-hop
relaying, network information theory

I. INTRODUCTION

Relay channels are one of the most fundamental building
blocks of network information theory. While extensive re-
search attention has been paid to few-hop (particularly two-
hop) relaying settings, the information-theoretic understanding
of many-hop systems (e.g., a number of hops growing with
the block length) is much more limited. In this paper, we seek
to improve the understanding of the simple yet fundamental
problem of relaying one bit (or more generally, multiple bits)
over a long tandem of channels (e.g., see [1], [2]; we discuss
the history of this problem in Section I-B).

A. Problem Setup

We consider a chain of m + 1 nodes indexed by
{0, 1, . . . ,m}; node 0 is the encoder, node m is the decoder,
and the remaining nodes are relays. Node 0 is given a binary
random variable Θ that takes a value in {0, 1}, each with
probability 1

2 . At each time step i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, node j
(0 ≤ j ≤ m − 1) sends one bit Xi,j to node j + 1 through
a binary symmetric channel (BSC) with crossover probability
p ∈

(
0, 1

2

)
; we denote the output of this transmission by Yi,j .

The channels are assumed to be memoryless and independent
across nodes. Importantly, Xi,j can only depend on what was
previously received, i.e., Y1,j−1, Y2,j−1, . . . , Yi−1,j−1. After n
time steps, node m outputs an estimate Θ̂ of Θ.

For a given number of nodes m and BSC crossover proba-
bility p, let n∗(m, p) be the minimum block length n for which
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there exists a protocol (encoding, relaying, and decoding) such
that P(Θ̂ 6= Θ) ≤ 1

3 .1 The information velocity is defined as
follows:2

v(p) = lim
m→∞

m

n∗(m, p)
. (1)

We note that v(0) = 1, and v(p) ∈ [0, 1] for all p. Analogously,
we say that a protocol (or more precisely, a sequence of
protocols indexed by m) attains positive information velocity
if3 n = O(m) and the error probability is at most 1

3 for all
sufficiently large m. We will also be interested in the possible
decay rate of the error probability towards zero.

B. Contributions and Related Work

Contributions. In this paper, we present a simple, efficient,
and deterministic protocol attaining positive information ve-
locity (see Theorem 1 and Corollary 1 below), based on the
idea of having different nodes estimate Θ by processing bit
sequences of different lengths (e.g., most nodes process 1 or
3 bits at a time, but a small minority of nodes consider blocks
of size ω(1) or even O(m)) and using a recursive decoding
technique. In addition, we characterize the asymptotic behavior
of v(p) in the limits p → 0 and p → 1

2 , showing that
v(p) = 1 − Θ(p) as p → 0, and v

(
1−δ

2

)
= Θ(δ2) as δ → 0.

Finally, we provide a multi-bit generalization of our protocol
that can reliably transmit O(k) bits in O(m+k) transmissions.

Related work. As noted in [1], the preceding problem was
posed at the 2015 Simons Institute program on information
theory by Yury Polyanskiy, who also coined the term “infor-
mation velocity”. At the same workshop, Leonard J. Schulman
pointed out an existing solution based on tree codes [2].

In more detail, Rajagopalan and Schulman [2] (building on
earlier work by Schulman [3], [4]) studied general techniques
for relating noiseless vs. noisy computation in distributed
systems using tree codes. An important implication of their
main result is that v(p) > 0, which is obtained by special-
izing to a chain-structured network. However, the associated
computational complexity is exponential, requiring the use of
recursive maximum-likelihood decoding. A closed-form upper
bound (i.e., converse) on the information velocity can also be

1Any other fixed constant in
(
0, 1

2

)
could also be used, or one could require

that P(Θ̂ 6= Θ)→ 0 as m→∞; our results will handle all of these variants.
2We are not aware of a formal proof that this limit always exists. However,

all of our results will remain valid regardless of whether the lim inf or lim sup
is used in place of the regular limit.

3Throughout the paper, we use the standard asymptotic notation O(·), Ω(·),
Θ(·), o(·), and ω(·). The distinction between asymptotic Θ(·) notation and
the unknown bit Θ ∈ {0, 1} will be clear from the context, as well as the
presence/absence of brackets.
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Encoder Decoder

Level 0  Level 1 Level 2

<latexit sha1_base64="wPAWZnDzFcORIVS2psIUltXQ35Q=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LLaCp5JUUI9FLx4r2FpoQtlsN+3SzSbsToRS+je8eFDEq3/Gm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MJXCoOt+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjUNkmmGW+xRCa6E1LDpVC8hQIl76Sa0ziU/DEc3c78xyeujUjUA45THsR0oEQkGEUr+dUL4qOIuSFetVeuuDV3DrJKvJxUIEezV/7y+wnLYq6QSWpM13NTDCZUo2CST0t+ZnhK2YgOeNdSRe2eYDK/eUrOrNInUaJtKSRz9ffEhMbGjOPQdsYUh2bZm4n/ed0Mo+tgIlSaIVdssSjKJMGEzAIgfaE5Qzm2hDIt7K2EDammDG1MJRuCt/zyKmnXa95lzbuvVxo3eRxFOIFTOAcPrqABd9CEFjBI4Rle4c3JnBfn3flYtBacfOYY/sD5/AEHp5Bg</latexit>

3 ⇥ 1
<latexit sha1_base64="vB4PGOIInFJxN41W/X+yZKKho6U=">AAAB83icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBhPBU9hNQD0GvXiMYB6QXcLsZDYZMvtgplcIS37DiwdFvPoz3vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprvLT6TQaNvfVmFjc2t7p7hb2ts/ODwqH590dJwqxtsslrHq+VRzKSLeRoGS9xLFaehL3vUnd3O/+8SVFnH0iNOEeyEdRSIQjKKR3GqDuChCrkmjOihX7Jq9AFknTk4qkKM1KH+5w5ilIY+QSap137ET9DKqUDDJZyU31TyhbEJHvG9oRM0eL1vcPCMXRhmSIFamIiQL9fdERkOtp6FvOkOKY73qzcX/vH6KwY2XiShJkUdsuShIJcGYzAMgQ6E4Qzk1hDIlzK2EjamiDE1MJROCs/ryOunUa85VzXmoV5q3eRxFOINzuAQHrqEJ99CCNjBI4Ble4c1KrRfr3fpYthasfOYU/sD6/AEKsZBi</latexit>

3 ⇥ 3

Level 0:  

Level 1:  

Level 2:  

Input: Output:

<latexit sha1_base64="wPAWZnDzFcORIVS2psIUltXQ35Q=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LLaCp5JUUI9FLx4r2FpoQtlsN+3SzSbsToRS+je8eFDEq3/Gm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MJXCoOt+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjUNkmmGW+xRCa6E1LDpVC8hQIl76Sa0ziU/DEc3c78xyeujUjUA45THsR0oEQkGEUr+dUL4qOIuSFetVeuuDV3DrJKvJxUIEezV/7y+wnLYq6QSWpM13NTDCZUo2CST0t+ZnhK2YgOeNdSRe2eYDK/eUrOrNInUaJtKSRz9ffEhMbGjOPQdsYUh2bZm4n/ed0Mo+tgIlSaIVdssSjKJMGEzAIgfaE5Qzm2hDIt7K2EDammDG1MJRuCt/zyKmnXa95lzbuvVxo3eRxFOIFTOAcPrqABd9CEFjBI4Rle4c3JnBfn3flYtBacfOYY/sD5/AEHp5Bg</latexit>

3 ⇥ 1
<latexit sha1_base64="ixFsNWYHv7ElAn6P5QWWPtMcC9g=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LLaCp5IU/DgWvXisYGuhCWWz3bRLN5uwOxFK6d/w4kERr/4Zb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzwlQKg6777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFR2ySZZrzFEpnoTkgNl0LxFgqUvJNqTuNQ8sdwdDvzH5+4NiJRDzhOeRDTgRKRYBSt5FcviI8i5oZ41V654tbcOcgq8XJSgRzNXvnL7ycsi7lCJqkxXc9NMZhQjYJJPi35meEpZSM64F1LFbV7gsn85ik5s0qfRIm2pZDM1d8TExobM45D2xlTHJplbyb+53UzjK6DiVBphlyxxaIokwQTMguA9IXmDOXYEsq0sLcSNqSaMrQxlWwI3vLLq6Rdr3mXNe++Xmnc5HEU4QRO4Rw8uIIG3EETWsAghWd4hTcnc16cd+dj0Vpw8plj+APn8wcKw5Bi</latexit>

5 ⇥ 1

<latexit sha1_base64="EaoAc0O1fC6LyKsIgP1LJFllPzU=">AAAB83icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBhPBU9iNED0GvXiMYB6QXcLsZDYZMvtgplcIS37DiwdFvPoz3vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprvLT6TQaNvfVmFjc2t7p7hb2ts/ODwqH590dJwqxtsslrHq+VRzKSLeRoGS9xLFaehL3vUnd3O/+8SVFnH0iNOEeyEdRSIQjKKR3GqDuChCrslVdVCu2DV7AbJOnJxUIEdrUP5yhzFLQx4hk1TrvmMn6GVUoWCSz0puqnlC2YSOeN/QiJo9Xra4eUYujDIkQaxMRUgW6u+JjIZaT0PfdIYUx3rVm4v/ef0UgxsvE1GSIo/YclGQSoIxmQdAhkJxhnJqCGVKmFsJG1NFGZqYSiYEZ/XlddKp15xGzXmoV5q3eRxFOINzuAQHrqEJ99CCNjBI4Ble4c1KrRfr3fpYthasfOYU/sD6/AEPW5Bl</latexit>

6 ⇥ 3

<latexit sha1_base64="BDWgkSNjYpsrBJOx3ORUXQvjfbA=">AAAB8nicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CbZCvZTdCupFKHrxWMF+wHYp2TTbhmaTJckKpfRnePGgiFd/jTf/jWm7B219MPB4b4aZeWHCmTau++3k1tY3Nrfy24Wd3b39g+LhUUvLVBHaJJJL1QmxppwJ2jTMcNpJFMVxyGk7HN3N/PYTVZpJ8WjGCQ1iPBAsYgQbK/nlyqjnoRt0cV7uFUtu1Z0DrRIvIyXI0OgVv7p9SdKYCkM41tr33MQEE6wMI5xOC91U0wSTER5Q31KBY6qDyfzkKTqzSh9FUtkSBs3V3xMTHGs9jkPbGWMz1MveTPzP81MTXQcTJpLUUEEWi6KUIyPR7H/UZ4oSw8eWYKKYvRWRIVaYGJtSwYbgLb+8Slq1qndZ9R5qpfptFkceTuAUKuDBFdThHhrQBAISnuEV3hzjvDjvzseiNedkM8fwB87nDx64jzA=</latexit>

(k1 = 3)
<latexit sha1_base64="2Xgpv5y1WzsOkhgPIR6iYEYBpcw=">AAACD3icbZBNS8MwGMfT+TbnW9Wjl+CmTITRDny5CEMvHie4F1hLSbN0C0vTkqTCKPsGXvwqXjwo4tWrN7+NabeDbj4Q8uf3fx6S5+/HjEplWd9GYWl5ZXWtuF7a2Nza3jF399oySgQmLRyxSHR9JAmjnLQUVYx0Y0FQ6DPS8Uc3md95IELSiN+rcUzcEA04DShGSiPPPK5UR54NT6HDMKFMX9HAq8OMOSInV/DspOKZZatm5QUXhT0TZTCrpmd+Of0IJyHhCjMkZc+2YuWmSCiKGZmUnESSGOERGpCelhyFRLppvs8EHmnSh0Ek9OEK5vT3RIpCKcehrztDpIZy3svgf14vUcGlm1IeJ4pwPH0oSBhUEczCgX0qCFZsrAXCguq/QjxEAmGlIyzpEOz5lRdFu16zz2v2Xb3cuJ7FUQQH4BBUgQ0uQAPcgiZoAQwewTN4BW/Gk/FivBsf09aCMZvZB3/K+PwBk2eZNg==</latexit>

(k1 + dlog2 k1e = 5)

<latexit sha1_base64="+njwWqYlTfK8/HjW0mwGJTQwifE=">AAACD3icbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgJHFogUVIVVJBx4DUgULY5HoQ2qiyHGd1qrjRLaDVEX9AxZ+hYUBhFhZ2fgbnLQDtBzJ8vE59+r6Hj9mVCrL+jYKS8srq2vF9dLG5tb2jrm715ZRIjBp4YhFousjSRjlpKWoYqQbC4JCn5GOP7rJ/M4DEZJG/F6NY+KGaMBpQDFSWvLM40p15NXhKXQYJpTpKxrod6Y5Ileu4OVJxTPLVs3KAReJPSNlMEPTM7+cfoSTkHCFGZKyZ1uxclMkFMWMTEpOIkmM8AgNSE9TjkIi3TTfZwKPtNKHQST04Qrm6u+OFIVSjkNfV4ZIDeW8l4n/eb1EBRduSnmcKMLxdFCQMKgimIUD+1QQrNhYE4QF1X+FeIgEwkpHWNIh2PMrL5J2vWaf1ey7erlxPYujCA7AIagCG5yDBrgFTdACGDyCZ/AK3own48V4Nz6mpQVj1rMP/sD4/AGctZk8</latexit>

(k2 + dlog2 k2e = 9)
<latexit sha1_base64="AL7c4mtp9mP6z6gEJ373OtR/M5Q=">AAAB8nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFhMhNuEuRbQRgjaWEcwHXI6wt9kkS/Z2j909IRz5GTYWitj6a+z8N26SKzTxwcDjvRlm5oUxZ9q47reT29jc2t7J7xb29g8Oj4rHJ20tE0Voi0guVTfEmnImaMsww2k3VhRHIaedcHI39ztPVGkmxaOZxjSI8EiwISPYWMkvVyb9GrpB9ctyv1hyq+4CaJ14GSlBhma/+NUbSJJEVBjCsda+58YmSLEyjHA6K/QSTWNMJnhEfUsFjqgO0sXJM3RhlQEaSmVLGLRQf0+kONJ6GoW2M8JmrFe9ufif5ydmeB2kTMSJoYIsFw0TjoxE8//RgClKDJ9agoli9lZExlhhYmxKBRuCt/ryOmnXql696j3USo3bLI48nME5VMCDK2jAPTShBQQkPMMrvDnGeXHenY9la87JZk7hD5zPHyTUjzQ=</latexit>

(k2 = 6)

<latexit sha1_base64="6DwmBF1qnXQHAq4fxiJCFhq1MQo=">AAAB83icbVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxkTwFGYCbregF48RzAKZIfR0epImPQvdNUIY8htePCji1Z/x5t/YSeagiQ8KHu9VUVXPT6TQaNvfVmFtfWNzq7hd2tnd2z8oHx61dZwqxlsslrHq+lRzKSLeQoGSdxPFaehL3vHHdzO/88SVFnH0iJOEeyEdRiIQjKKR3OoNcVGEXJOLar9csWv2HGSVODmpQI5mv/zlDmKWhjxCJqnWPcdO0MuoQsEkn5bcVPOEsjEd8p6hETV7vGx+85ScGWVAgliZipDM1d8TGQ21noS+6QwpjvSyNxP/83opBtdeJqIkRR6xxaIglQRjMguADITiDOXEEMqUMLcSNqKKMjQxlUwIzvLLq6RdrzmXNeehXmnc5nEU4QRO4RwcuIIG3EMTWsAggWd4hTcrtV6sd+tj0Vqw8plj+APr8wcXD5Bq</latexit>

9 ⇥ 5

Fig. 1. Illustration of our protocol; level 0 nodes directly transmit their input, whereas higher level nodes process blocks.

inferred directly from [2], which we will strengthen as part of
our analysis of the high-noise asymptotics. In the low-noise
limit, we find that the converse of [2] already provides tight
asymptotic scaling.

A simple and efficient protocol for the setting we consider
(and its multi-bit extension) was also proposed in [2], but
it falls very narrowly short of attaining positive information
velocity, due to requiring n = ω(m) transmissions; the
ω(m) scaling is extremely mildly super-linear according to
the iterated logarithm. This ω(m) behavior arises from each
node waiting to receive ω(1) useful bits from the previous
node before forwarding (see Appendix A for more details),
which our protocol avoids.

A more recent work of Gelles et al. [5] introduces a variant
of tree codes that can be decoded in polynomial time. The
focus in [5] is on two-way communication channels, but based
on [2], it seems feasible that their techniques could be adapted
to one-way settings such as the one we consider. On the
other hand, such an adaptation would still leave the following
relative limitations compared to our approach:
• According to [5, Thm. V.I], when n = O(m), the error

probability can (only) be controlled to be a constant such
as 1

3 , whereas our protocol will give stronger e−Θ(
√
n)

decay, and simple variations will further boost this to
e−Θ(n1−ε) for any ε > 0. On the other hand, we still
fall short of the e−Θ(n) decay shown using the inefficient
approach of [2].

• The computational complexity in [5] in poly(n) with an
unspecified power, whereas in our protocol the nodes each
incur a computational complexity of O(n).

• The approach in [5] is randomized, and assumes the
availability of common randomness across the nodes,
whereas our protocol is deterministic.

Perhaps more important than any of these factors is the
fact that that the tree codes of [2], [5] were designed for
much more general distributed computation settings, and are
accordingly highly versatile but unnecessarily complex for the
simpler information velocity problem. In our judgment, the
main advantage of our protocol is its simplicity.

A recent work (concurrent with ours) established the
exact information velocity of the binary erasure channel
(BEC) and other erasure-type channels [6], and also stud-
ied the exponential decay rate of the error probability. The
protocols therein appear to rely heavily on the property
Pr[x sent |x received] = 1 for every non-zero input x (e.g.,
this holds for the BEC and the Z-channel), which allows
information to be propagated with certainty. As a result,
handling the BSC with their approach does not appear to be
feasible.

Another related line of works studies the optimal error
exponent for transmitting one bit over a 2-hop relay net-
work [1], [7], [8]. To our knowledge, none of the coding
techniques in these works are suited to attaining positive
information velocity. However, we note that the work of
Huleihel, Polyanskiy, and Shayevitz [1] highlighted interesting
connections between the information velocity problem and
the 2-hop setting. In particular, based on the observation that
positive information velocity is possible, they conjectured that
the 1-hop and 2-hop error exponents should coincide in the
high-noise limit so that “information propagation does not
slow down”. This conjecture was resolved in the affirmative
in our subsequent work [8], where we showed that the 1-hop
and 2-hop exponents in fact coincide at any noise level.

Finally, we briefly mention that there exists extensive work
on relay channels studying the capacity [9, Ch. 16], error
exponent [10], hypothesis testing protocols [11], and so on.
We also briefly mention that related many-hop transmission
problems were studied for (continuous) channels with input
constraints in [12].

II. THE PROTOCOL AND ITS GUARANTEES

A. Protocol and Main Result

We will first describe the protocol assuming p to be suffi-
ciently small (namely, below 1

48 ), and then turn to arbitrary
p ∈

(
0, 1

2

)
.

The protocol is illustrated in Figure 1, and described in
detail as follows. We arrange the nodes into levels. A (relay)
node indexed by i ∈ {1, . . . ,m−1} has level l ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . }
if 4l divides i but 4l+1 does not. The nodes at various levels
operate as follows:
• Node 0 (the encoder) repeatedly transmits Θ throughout

the course of the protocol.
• A level-0 node reads one bit, “estimates” Θ to be equal to

that bit, and forwards its estimate in one channel use. This
is done repeatedly throughout the course of the protocol.

• A level-1 node reads 3 bits, estimates Θ according to a
majority vote, and forwards its estimate in 3 channel uses
(i.e., repeating 3 times). Again, this is done repeatedly.

• Continuing recursively, a level-l node reads in 3l bits,
breaks them up into 3 blocks of 3l−1 bits each, performs
level-(l−1) decoding on each block, and then estimates Θ
according to a majority of 3. It then forwards its estimate
by repeating 3l times.

• Node m (i.e., the decoder) applies level-L decoding with
L = blog4mc, regardless of whether or not m is a power
of 4l for any l. Accordingly, the encoder sends out 3L

bits.



3

The intuition behind this protocol is that while some coding
is needed to ensure that the information is not lost, not every
node needs to code over a long length (which would cause
significant delays). Instead, reliability can be maintained with
most nodes doing little or no coding, but a small fraction of
nodes doing more. We note that the constants 3 and 4 can be
replaced by other values (subject to the latter being larger), as
we discuss in Appendix B.

We observe that the propagation of information is delayed
in the protocol (e.g., even in a simpler setting where every
node adopts the level-0 strategy, node i would not receive
meaningful information until time i). To account for this,
each node ignores all initial bits whose values are unspecified
above,4 and a level-l relay node only starts transmitting after
receiving 3l (non-ignored) bits.

We are now ready to state our first main result, which will
be proved in the following subsection.

Theorem 1. If p ≤ 1
48 , then for any number of hops m, the

preceding protocol attains an error probability of at most 1
12

with a total transmission time of n = O(m).

In Corollary 1 below, we state a variant of this result that
holds for all p ∈

(
0, 1

2

)
and gives decaying error probability.

Moreover, in Section II-C below, we discuss explicit bounds
on v(p), as opposed to the fact that v(p) > 0 alone (i.e.,
n = O(m) with an unspecified constant).

B. Analysis of the Protocol

Here we prove Theorem 1. Let εl be the error probability
associated with sending a single level-l block over a chain of
length 4l between two consecutive level-l nodes (or from the
encoder to the first one).

Lemma 1. Under the preceding protocol, for any l ≥ 0, if
εl ≤ 1

48 , then εl+1 ≤ 1
48 .

Proof. Consider a block of 3l+1 bits corresponding to a level-
(l + 1) block. According to the protocol, this amounts to 3
parallel level-l blocks, each of which passes through 4 level-l
hops (each such ‘hop’ being a length-4l chain). By the union
bound, the failure probability for each of these level-l blocks
is at most 4εl (if a block fails, it must have failed at some
hop).

Observe that if we take majority of 3, and each of them
independently has a failure rate of q, then the overall failure
rate is at most 3q2 (i.e., at least two of the three must fail).
Since q ≤ 4εl, the failure rate of the entire level-(l+ 1) block
is at most 3 · (4εl)2 = 48ε2l ≤ 1

48 , as required.

Since ε0 = p, it follows by induction that if p ≤ 1
48 , then

the failure rate for any single block at any level is at most 1
48 .

In the case that m is a power of 4, the overall error
probability is precisely εL with L = log4m, so is at most 1

48 .
On the other hand, if m is not a power of 4, we first consider
a decoder that differs from the one we described, and then
show how the analysis transfers from the former to the latter.
Specifically, we imagine a decoder that internally simulates

4This is possible because the protocol is assumed to be known to all nodes.

extra hops (including artificial noise) with the protocol’s level
structure up to the next multiple of 4L, where L = blog4mc
(e.g., increasing to 3× 42 hops in Figure 1), concluding with
level-L decoding. In this case, the number of invocations of
level-L decoding is d m

4L
e ≤ 4 (including at the final node), so

by the union bound, the error probability is at most 4· 1
48 = 1

12 .
The decoder that we consider has no such internal simula-

tion, and instead directly applies level-L decoding. To see that
the same result applies in this scenario, we first note that our
analysis (in particular, Lemma 1) still applies whenever each
BSC has crossover probability at most p, rather than exactly
p. Hence, in the above-mentioned internal simulation of extra
hops, the noise can be removed without affecting the result.
Once this is done, due to the recursive nature of our decoder,
running level-L decoding directly is no different from running
it following the lower-level simulated nodes with noiseless
links (note that applying a level-l decoder twice in succession
is mathematically the same as applying it once). Hence, the
above-established bound of 1

12 again applies.
To attain positive information velocity, we need to check

that the total transmission time n is at most linear in the
number of hops. We can break down the total transmission
time into two parts:
• Transmission delay, which is the number of bits that our

protocol specifies the encoder to send out.
• Propagation delay, which is the time lapse between

the encoder transmitting its first bit and the last node
receiving that bit (or ‘first’ could be replaced by any other
bit).

We already showed that the transmission delay is 3L with
L = blog4mc, and is thus sub-linear with respect to m. It
remains to consider the propagation delay.

A level-l relay node waits for 3l bits to be received before
it starts transmitting. Hence, the total wait time summed over
the m− 1 relay nodes is at most∑

l

m · 3l

4l
≤ 4m, (2)

since by construction there are at most m
4l

relay nodes at level
l. This is linear in m, as desired, completing the proof of
Theorem 1.

C. Variations and Discussion

Two notable limitations of Theorem 1 are the assumption
p ≤ 1

48 and the fact that the error probability is only upper
bounded by 1

12 . We proceed by showing that minor variations
of the protocol and analysis can overcome these limitations.
We then discuss the computational complexity and explicit
bounds on v(p).

General noise levels. If the noise level p is larger than
1
48 , we can use a constant-length repetition code to reduce
the effective crossover probability below 1

48 , which amounts
to a constant factor blowup in the number of channel uses.
That is, every node always waits for r ≥ 1 bits, treats the
majority vote over these r bits as a single bit, and applies
the above protocol. As long as p < 1

2 , a large enough choice
of r will bring the effective crossover probability below 1

48 .
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Hence, we immediately deduce positive information velocity
for all p ∈

(
0, 1

2

)
. A refined variant of this idea is explored in

Section III.
Improved error probability. Suppose that we assume

p ≤ 1
96 instead of p ≤ 1

48 (again noting that we can generalize
using the idea of repetition). The proof of Lemma 1 reveals
that εl+1 ≤ 48ε2l , so with ε0 ≤ 1

96 , we get ε1 ≤ 1
2 · 1

96 , followed
by the error probability being squared (up to a constant factor)
with each level increase. To understand the behavior after L
levels, we momentarily ignore the factor of 48 in the recursion
εl+1 ≤ 48ε2l (which will not impact the final result), and
accordingly consider the quantity pL = sq(sq(. . . sq(p))),
where the square function sq(·) is applied L times. Taking the
log gives log pL = 2L log p, and since L = log4m+O(1) =
1
2 log2m + O(1), it follows that pL = e−Θ(

√
m) for fixed p.

A simple generalization of this argument (accounting for the
factor of 48) reveals that the error probability of our protocol
decays as e−Θ(

√
m), or equivalently e−Θ(

√
n).

The above discussion is summarized in the following corol-
lary.

Corollary 1. For any fixed p ∈
(
0, 1

2

)
, our protocol, combined

with a suitably-chosen constant number of repetitions, attains
error probability at most e−Θ(

√
n) with a total transmission

time of n = O(m).

In Appendix B, we show that the error probability can
be improved to e−Θ(n1−ε) (for any ε > 0) by adjusting the
constants in our protocol and/or chaining multiple instances
of the protocol one after the other.

Computational complexity. Naively, when a node pro-
cesses a block of B bits (namely, B = 3l at level l), it
spends O(B) computation time forming its estimate of Θ at
the final time step of that block, e.g., by forming a ternary tree
with the received bits as the leaves, and propagating up to the
root. However, this computation can be reduced by starting
the processing before the whole block arrives: The first 3 bits
are combined using a majority vote (and then the original
3 are discarded), the first 3 blocks-of-3 are combined when
available, and so on. In this manner, a level-l node requires
at most O(l) ≤ O(logm) computation in any given time step
(i.e., the depth of the above-mentioned ternary tree), while still
maintaining O(B) total computation across the whole block
of length B. In particular, each node incurs O(n) computation
time in total (i.e., linear time).

Explicit bounds on v(p). Throughout the paper, we provide
results stating that n = O(m), thus establishing that v(p) >
0, but without specifying the precise constants. Nevertheless,
the implied constants can be inferred from the proofs, with
varying degrees of technical difficulty. For example, we have
the following:

• The analysis of Theorem 1 demonstrates that v
(

1
48

)
≥ 1

4 .
• Using Hoeffding’s inequality (stated in (4) below) in our

handling of general noise levels above, it is straightfor-
ward to verify that for p > 1

48 , it holds that v(p) ≥(
4
⌈

2 log 48
(1−2p)2

⌉)−1
. When the ceiling function equals (or is

sufficiently close to) its argument, the right-hand side can
further be lower bounded by 1

31 (1− 2p)2.

• In Proposition 1 below, we will see that v(p) ≤ (1−2p)2

for all p.
• In Section III, we will show that v(p) → 1 as p → 0,

but we do not attempt to establish how close we get for
any fixed p; the required p to establish v(p) ≥ 0.9 (say)
appears to be very small using our methods.

From the second and third dot points above, we see that
the achievability and converse bounds can differ by a large
constant factor. A refined analysis of our protocol (or variants
thereof) may reduce this constant, e.g., replacing the values
3 and 4 in our protocol by other choices (see Appendix
B), or using a tighter concentration bound than Hoeffding’s
inequality. However, overall, attaining near-matching bounds
for all p remains an open challenge.

III. LOW-NOISE AND HIGH-NOISE ASYMPTOTICS

In this section, we study the asymptotics of v(p) in the low-
noise limit p → 0, and the high-noise limit p → 1

2 . We start
with the former, which turns out to be more straightforward.

A. Low Noise

Here we prove the following.

Theorem 2. The information velocity satisfies v(p) = 1−Θ(p)
as p→ 0.

This scaling can be contrasted with the channel capacity of
the BSC, which scales as 1 − Θ

(
p log 1

p

)
as p → 0. Hence,

at least in some cases, the information velocity can be strictly
higher than the capacity.

The converse part of Theorem 2 follows immediately from
[2, Thm. 7.1] (see also Proposition 1 below), so it remains
to prove the achievability part. In the form given, Theorem 1
gives a bound on v(p) that fails to decrease as we decrease
p below 1

48 . However, we can capture the dependence on p
by simply letting a higher fraction of nodes (depending on p)
have level 0. More specifically, we fix c ≥ 1 and re-assign the
levels as follows:

• A node has level l if its index is a multiple of c · 4l but
not a multiple of c ·4l+1. If there is no such l, we set the
level to 0.

• Apart from changing the levels, the rest of the protocol
remains unchanged.

We proceed to bound the level-1 error probability ε1. The
distance between consecutive level-1 nodes is 4c, so each
bit sent from a level-1 node to the next one is flipped
with probability at most 4pc. Since the level-1 nodes take a
majority of 3, the error rate satisfies ε1 ≤ 3(4pc)2, and by
choosing c =

⌊
1

48p

⌋
, we obtain ε1 ≤ 1

48 . Since the inequality
εl+1 ≤ 3 · (4εl)2 still holds (with the same proof as before),
we can again obtain Lemma 1, and recursively apply it for all
of the higher levels.
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To calculate the total transmission time n(m, p), observe
that for each l ≥ 1, there are at most m

c4l
nodes of level l.

Therefore,

n(m, p) ≤ m+
∑
l≥1

m

c · 4l · 3
l ≤ m+

3m

c
= m

(
1 +

3

c

)
= m(1 + Θ(p)), (3)

where we used the fact that c = Θ
(

1
p

)
. It then follows from

the definition of v(p) in (1) that v(p) ≥ 1 − Θ(p) as p → 0,
completing the proof of Theorem 2.

B. High Noise

To study the high-noise asymptotics, we consider p = 1−δ
2

(i.e., δ = 1− 2p) for small δ > 0.

Theorem 3. The information velocity satisfies v
(

1−δ
2

)
=

Θ(δ2) as δ → 0.

We observe that in this case, the information velocity and
the channel capacity exhibit the same high-noise asymptotics;
the latter is also easily shown to be Θ(δ2).

As noted in Section II-C, we can use a repetition code to
bring down the effective crossover probability below 1

48 . To
make this more precise, we consider Hoeffding’s inequality
[13, Ch. 2], which gives that for i.i.d. random variables
Z1, . . . , ZN distributed as Bernoulli(p), we have

Pr

( N∑
i=1

(Zi − p) ≥ Nε
)
≤ e−2Nε2 . (4)

In our setting, the relevant choice is ε = 1
2 − p = δ

2 , since
we are interested in whether

∑N
i=1 Zi exceeds N

2 . We find
that to make the right-hand side of (4) at most 1

48 , we can set
the number of repetitions to N = Θ(ε−2) = Θ(δ−2). Thus,
the block length is blown up by a factor of Θ(δ−2), and the
achievability part of Theorem 3 follows.

While the converse in [2, Thm. 7.1] can also be applied
to the high-noise setting, it only gives a suboptimal converse
with Θ(δ) dependence. We proceed by giving a tighter analysis
attaining the desired Θ(δ2) dependence, which we formally
state as follows.

Proposition 1. For any δ ∈ (0, 1), we have v
(

1−δ
2

)
≤ δ2.

To prove this proposition, we make use of the strong data
processing inequality, which is now well-known (e.g., see [14],
[15]) and is stated as follows.

Lemma 2. [14] Let Θ, Z be binary random variables, and let
Z ′ be the output upon passing Z over BSC( 1−δ

2 ), with the
Markov chain relation Θ→ Z → Z ′. Then, we have

I(Θ;Z ′) ≤ δ2I(Θ;Z). (5)

Fix a time index i ≥ 1 and node index j ≥ 1, and let ~Y =
(Y1,j−1, Y2,j−1, . . . , Yi−1,j−1) ∈ {0, 1}i−1 be the information
received by node j before time i. Since Yi,j−1 is the output
of Xi,j−1 through BSC( 1−δ

2 ), Lemma 2 gives

I(Θ;Yi,j−1|~Y ) ≤ δ2I(Θ;Xi,j−1|~Y ). (6)

Note that the Markov chain assumption in Lemma 2 holds
because conditioned on ~Y , we have Θ → Xi,j−1 → Yi,j−1

(due to the nodes’ transmissions only depending on past
received symbols).

Define the function

f(i, j) =


I(Θ; (Y1,j−1, Y2,j−1, . . . , Yi,j−1)), i ≥ 1, j ≥ 1

1 j = 0

0 i = 0, j 6= 0,
(7)

which represents the amount of information node j has re-
ceived about Θ up to time i; the second and third cases hold
because only node 0 is given Θ before transmission starts. We
follow the high-level idea from [2] of setting up a recursion
relation for f , but with rather different details.

Considering the indices i, j ≥ 1 that we used to define ~Y ,
the chain rule for mutual information gives

f(i, j) = I(Θ; ~Y , Yi,j−1) = I(Θ; ~Y ) + I(Θ;Yi,j−1|~Y )

≤ f(i− 1, j) + δ2I(Θ;Xi,j−1|~Y ), (8)

where the first term follows from the definition of f , and the
second term follows from (6).

To bound the second term in (8) in terms of f , we use
another application of the chain rule:

I(Θ;Xi,j−1|~Y ) = I(Θ; ~Y ,Xi,j−1)− I(Θ; ~Y )

≤ f(i− 1, j − 1)− f(i− 1, j), (9)

where the term f(i− 1, j− 1) arises differently depending on
the value of j:

• If j = 1, then f(i− 1, j − 1) = 1, which trivially upper
bounds I(Θ; ~Y ,Xi,j−1) as desired.

• If j ≥ 2, then f(i − 1, j − 1) =
I(Θ; (Y1,j−2, Y2,j−2, . . . , Yi−1,j−2)); in this
case, we use the data processing inequality,
observing that we have the Markov chain relation
Θ→ (Y1,j−2, Y2,j−2, . . . , Yi−1,j−2)→ (~Y ,Xi,j−1).

Substituting (9) back into (8) gives

f(i, j) ≤ f(i− 1, j) + δ2(f(i− 1, j− 1)− f(i− 1, j)). (10)

Intuitively, this means that the propagation of information
through time (represented by f(i, j)− f(i− 1, j)) is only δ2

times as fast as the propagation of information through space
(represented by f(i−1, j−1)−f(i−1, j)). To formalize this
intuition, we use the following technical lemma.

Lemma 3. Fix γ > δ2, and suppose that

ecγ ≥ 1 + δ2(ec − 1) (11)

for some c > 0. Then, we have for all (i, j) that

f(i, j) ≤ ec(γi−j). (12)

Proof. We proceed by induction. When i = 0 or j = 0, it
is immediate from the cases in (7) that (12) is satisfied. If
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i, j ≥ 1, then by (10) and the induction hypothesis, we have

f(i, j) ≤ f(i− 1, j) + δ2(f(i− 1, j − 1)− f(i− 1, j))

≤ ec(γ(i−1)−j) + δ2(ec(γ(i−1)−(j−1)) − ec(γ(i−1)−j)),
(13)

where we note that the coefficients of 1 and −δ2 combine to
produce an overall positive coefficient to f(i− 1, j).

Finally, substituting (11) into (13) yields the desired upper
bound on f(i, j):

ec(γ(i−1)−j) + δ2(ec(γ(i−1)−(j−1)) − ec(γ(i−1)−j))

= ec(γ(i−1)−j)(1 + δ2(ec − 1)) ≤ ec(γi−j). (14)

Observe that (11) is equivalent to

ecγ − 1

ec − 1
≥ δ2, (15)

and since limc→0
ecγ−1
ec−1 = γ, there always exists some c > 0

satisfying this requirement when γ > δ2. Fix any constant
v0 > δ2, and choose γ ∈ (δ2, v0), and a corresponding value
of c satisfying (11). We observe that

lim
i→∞

f(i, bv0 · ic) ≤ lim
i→∞

ec(γi−v0i) = 0, (16)

where the inequality follows from Lemma 3, and the the limit
of zero holds since c > 0 and v0 > γ.

We can now complete the proof of Proposition 1. The
quantity f(i, bv0 · ic) represents the mutual information be-
tween Θ and the information received by node bv0 · ic up to
time i. By the data processing inequality, this means that any
estimate Θ̂ ∈ {0, 1} formed using this information also has
I(Θ; Θ̂) → 0, which implies that Pr(Θ 6= Θ̂) → 1

2 . Since v0

is arbitrarily close to δ2 and represents the ratio of the node
index to the time index in (16), it follows that v( 1−δ

2 ) ≤ δ2

as claimed.

IV. MULTI-BIT VARIANT

In this section, we provide a multi-bit variant of our pro-
tocol that can transmit a k-bit message across m nodes with
O(m+k) transmission time and asymptotically vanishing error
probability. We continue with the idea of arranging nodes into
levels, but the arrangements are more complex, and we need
to move beyond simple majority-of-3 coding. For the latter
purpose, the following technical lemma is useful.

Lemma 4. Suppose that we have a message consisting of b ≥
1 blocks, each having k′ bits. Then there exists an encoding-
decoding scheme such that when we transmit these b blocks,
followed by dlog2 be+1 suitably-chosen additional blocks (also
having k′ bits each), the original message can be recovered
whenever at most 1 block is adversarially modified. We will
refer to the additional dlog2 be+ 1 blocks as the redundancy
blocks.

Proof. The case b = 1 is trivial, and when b = 2 we can add
a single redundancy block equal to the bit-wise XOR of the

first two blocks.5 In the following, we assume that b ≥ 3.
When b is of the form 2r − r − 1 for some integer r ≥

3, we use a basic Hamming code with r redundant bits [16,
Sec. 13.3]; it is applied bit-by-bit k′ times. Otherwise, choose
r such that 2r−1−(r−1)−1 < b < 2r−r−1. We temporarily
extend the b bits to 2r−r−1 bits by padding additional zeros,
encode this new sequence using the Hamming code, and then
delete the bits corresponding to the padded zeros (since they
can trivially be re-inserted by the decoder).

We need to show that the added redundancy for each of the
k′ invocations of the Hamming code is at most dlog2 be + 1.
To see this, we first consider the case that b = 2r− r−1. The
choice r = 3 gives b = 4, which satisfies the requirement. On
the other hand, when r ≥ 4, we have b = 2r − r− 1 > 2r−1,
which implies r < log2 b + 1. Since b = 2r − r − 1 cannot
be a power of two for integer-valued r ≥ 4, we deduce that
r ≤ dlog2 be.

It remains to handle general values of b. Since 23−3−1 = 4
and 24−4−1 = 11, the choice b = 3 rounds up to r = 3, and
the choices b ∈ {5, ..., 10} round up to r = 4, so all of them
satisfy r ≤ dlog2 be + 1. For r ≥ 4, when we incrementally
increase b between 2r− r−1 and 2r+1− (r+ 1)−1, we pass
exactly one power of two (namely, 2r). Before that crossing,
the rounding up (with respect to r) simply increases the above-
mentioned bound r ≤ dlog2 be (holding at the left endpoint)
to r ≤ dlog2 be+ 1, which gives the desired result.

A. A Recursive Encoder and Decoder

In this subsection, we momentarily disregard the multi-
hop nature of our problem, and describe a general recursive
encoding-decoding strategy for a message of arbitrary length
k. This strategy provides a constant-rate code for reliable
communication over the BSC relying only on elementary
operations and the Hamming code subroutine (Lemma 4), and
may be of independent interest.

Our strategy depends on a sequence (b1, b2, . . . ); this se-
quence is kept fully general for now. The encoder is defined
recursively according to levels indexed by l = 0, 1, . . . , L.
The maximum level L will be a function of k, and the
levels l = 0, 1, . . . , L − 1 will work with a smaller number
of bits, denoted by kl < k. The encoders will also add
redundancy, thus outputting some number nl of bits with
nl ≥ bl. Specifically, we will have k0 = n0 = 1, and
kl =

∏l
i=1 bi and nl =

∏l
i=1(bi + dlog2 bie+ 1) for l ≥ 1.

The encoders are recursively defined as follows (see Figure
2 for an illustration):

• A level-0 encoder takes in 1 bit, and simply outputs that
bit. Hence, k0 = n0 = 1.

• For l ≥ 1, a level-l encoder takes in a block of
kl =

∏l
i=1 bi bits, breaks them up into bl blocks of

length kl−1 =
∏l−1
i=1 bi each, and applies the level-(l−1)

encoding strategy to each block. In addition, a further
dlog2 ble+ 1 redundancy blocks are generated according

5When the lemma statement dictates us to add more blocks than necessary,
we can simply add dummy blocks of all zeros.
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Encoder Decoder

Level 0  Level 1 Level 2

<latexit sha1_base64="wPAWZnDzFcORIVS2psIUltXQ35Q=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LLaCp5JUUI9FLx4r2FpoQtlsN+3SzSbsToRS+je8eFDEq3/Gm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MJXCoOt+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjUNkmmGW+xRCa6E1LDpVC8hQIl76Sa0ziU/DEc3c78xyeujUjUA45THsR0oEQkGEUr+dUL4qOIuSFetVeuuDV3DrJKvJxUIEezV/7y+wnLYq6QSWpM13NTDCZUo2CST0t+ZnhK2YgOeNdSRe2eYDK/eUrOrNInUaJtKSRz9ffEhMbGjOPQdsYUh2bZm4n/ed0Mo+tgIlSaIVdssSjKJMGEzAIgfaE5Qzm2hDIt7K2EDammDG1MJRuCt/zyKmnXa95lzbuvVxo3eRxFOIFTOAcPrqABd9CEFjBI4Rle4c3JnBfn3flYtBacfOYY/sD5/AEHp5Bg</latexit>

3 ⇥ 1
<latexit sha1_base64="vB4PGOIInFJxN41W/X+yZKKho6U=">AAAB83icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBhPBU9hNQD0GvXiMYB6QXcLsZDYZMvtgplcIS37DiwdFvPoz3vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprvLT6TQaNvfVmFjc2t7p7hb2ts/ODwqH590dJwqxtsslrHq+VRzKSLeRoGS9xLFaehL3vUnd3O/+8SVFnH0iNOEeyEdRSIQjKKR3GqDuChCrkmjOihX7Jq9AFknTk4qkKM1KH+5w5ilIY+QSap137ET9DKqUDDJZyU31TyhbEJHvG9oRM0eL1vcPCMXRhmSIFamIiQL9fdERkOtp6FvOkOKY73qzcX/vH6KwY2XiShJkUdsuShIJcGYzAMgQ6E4Qzk1hDIlzK2EjamiDE1MJROCs/ryOunUa85VzXmoV5q3eRxFOINzuAQHrqEJ99CCNjBI4Ble4c1KrRfr3fpYthasfOYU/sD6/AEKsZBi</latexit>

3 ⇥ 3

Level 0:  

Level 1:  

Level 2:  

Input: Output:

<latexit sha1_base64="wPAWZnDzFcORIVS2psIUltXQ35Q=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LLaCp5JUUI9FLx4r2FpoQtlsN+3SzSbsToRS+je8eFDEq3/Gm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MJXCoOt+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjUNkmmGW+xRCa6E1LDpVC8hQIl76Sa0ziU/DEc3c78xyeujUjUA45THsR0oEQkGEUr+dUL4qOIuSFetVeuuDV3DrJKvJxUIEezV/7y+wnLYq6QSWpM13NTDCZUo2CST0t+ZnhK2YgOeNdSRe2eYDK/eUrOrNInUaJtKSRz9ffEhMbGjOPQdsYUh2bZm4n/ed0Mo+tgIlSaIVdssSjKJMGEzAIgfaE5Qzm2hDIt7K2EDammDG1MJRuCt/zyKmnXa95lzbuvVxo3eRxFOIFTOAcPrqABd9CEFjBI4Rle4c3JnBfn3flYtBacfOYY/sD5/AEHp5Bg</latexit>

3 ⇥ 1

<latexit sha1_base64="BDWgkSNjYpsrBJOx3ORUXQvjfbA=">AAAB8nicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CbZCvZTdCupFKHrxWMF+wHYp2TTbhmaTJckKpfRnePGgiFd/jTf/jWm7B219MPB4b4aZeWHCmTau++3k1tY3Nrfy24Wd3b39g+LhUUvLVBHaJJJL1QmxppwJ2jTMcNpJFMVxyGk7HN3N/PYTVZpJ8WjGCQ1iPBAsYgQbK/nlyqjnoRt0cV7uFUtu1Z0DrRIvIyXI0OgVv7p9SdKYCkM41tr33MQEE6wMI5xOC91U0wSTER5Q31KBY6qDyfzkKTqzSh9FUtkSBs3V3xMTHGs9jkPbGWMz1MveTPzP81MTXQcTJpLUUEEWi6KUIyPR7H/UZ4oSw8eWYKKYvRWRIVaYGJtSwYbgLb+8Slq1qndZ9R5qpfptFkceTuAUKuDBFdThHhrQBAISnuEV3hzjvDjvzseiNedkM8fwB87nDx64jzA=</latexit>

(k1 = 3)

<latexit sha1_base64="2Xgpv5y1WzsOkhgPIR6iYEYBpcw=">AAACD3icbZBNS8MwGMfT+TbnW9Wjl+CmTITRDny5CEMvHie4F1hLSbN0C0vTkqTCKPsGXvwqXjwo4tWrN7+NabeDbj4Q8uf3fx6S5+/HjEplWd9GYWl5ZXWtuF7a2Nza3jF399oySgQmLRyxSHR9JAmjnLQUVYx0Y0FQ6DPS8Uc3md95IELSiN+rcUzcEA04DShGSiPPPK5UR54NT6HDMKFMX9HAq8OMOSInV/DspOKZZatm5QUXhT0TZTCrpmd+Of0IJyHhCjMkZc+2YuWmSCiKGZmUnESSGOERGpCelhyFRLppvs8EHmnSh0Ek9OEK5vT3RIpCKcehrztDpIZy3svgf14vUcGlm1IeJ4pwPH0oSBhUEczCgX0qCFZsrAXCguq/QjxEAmGlIyzpEOz5lRdFu16zz2v2Xb3cuJ7FUQQH4BBUgQ0uQAPcgiZoAQwewTN4BW/Gk/FivBsf09aCMZvZB3/K+PwBk2eZNg==</latexit>

(k1 + dlog2 k1e = 5)

<latexit sha1_base64="+njwWqYlTfK8/HjW0mwGJTQwifE=">AAACD3icbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgJHFogUVIVVJBx4DUgULY5HoQ2qiyHGd1qrjRLaDVEX9AxZ+hYUBhFhZ2fgbnLQDtBzJ8vE59+r6Hj9mVCrL+jYKS8srq2vF9dLG5tb2jrm715ZRIjBp4YhFousjSRjlpKWoYqQbC4JCn5GOP7rJ/M4DEZJG/F6NY+KGaMBpQDFSWvLM40p15NXhKXQYJpTpKxrod6Y5Ileu4OVJxTPLVs3KAReJPSNlMEPTM7+cfoSTkHCFGZKyZ1uxclMkFMWMTEpOIkmM8AgNSE9TjkIi3TTfZwKPtNKHQST04Qrm6u+OFIVSjkNfV4ZIDeW8l4n/eb1EBRduSnmcKMLxdFCQMKgimIUD+1QQrNhYE4QF1X+FeIgEwkpHWNIh2PMrL5J2vWaf1ey7erlxPYujCA7AIagCG5yDBrgFTdACGDyCZ/AK3own48V4Nz6mpQVj1rMP/sD4/AGctZk8</latexit>

(k2 + dlog2 k2e = 9)

<latexit sha1_base64="AL7c4mtp9mP6z6gEJ373OtR/M5Q=">AAAB8nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFhMhNuEuRbQRgjaWEcwHXI6wt9kkS/Z2j909IRz5GTYWitj6a+z8N26SKzTxwcDjvRlm5oUxZ9q47reT29jc2t7J7xb29g8Oj4rHJ20tE0Voi0guVTfEmnImaMsww2k3VhRHIaedcHI39ztPVGkmxaOZxjSI8EiwISPYWMkvVyb9GrpB9ctyv1hyq+4CaJ14GSlBhma/+NUbSJJEVBjCsda+58YmSLEyjHA6K/QSTWNMJnhEfUsFjqgO0sXJM3RhlQEaSmVLGLRQf0+kONJ6GoW2M8JmrFe9ufif5ydmeB2kTMSJoYIsFw0TjoxE8//RgClKDJ9agoli9lZExlhhYmxKBRuCt/ryOmnXql696j3USo3bLI48nME5VMCDK2jAPTShBQQkPMMrvDnGeXHenY9la87JZk7hD5zPHyTUjzQ=</latexit>

(k2 = 6)

<latexit sha1_base64="X3RDLQkD70G7O2Dkewz/en0ngO0=">AAACE3icbZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrbdSlm2ArVAtl0kV1IxTduKxgL9AZhkyatqGZC0lGKEPfwY2v4saFIm7duPNtzExnodUDIT/ffw7J+b2IM6ks68sorKyurW8UN0tb2zu7e+b+QVeGsSC0Q0Ieir6HJeUsoB3FFKf9SFDse5z2vOl16vfuqZAsDO7ULKKOj8cBGzGClUaueVapTl0Ea9DmhDKur3DsNmDKbJGRGkTwEjZPK65ZtupWVvCvQLkog7zarvlpD0MS+zRQhGMpB8iKlJNgoRjhdF6yY0kjTKZ4TAdaBtin0kmynebwRJMhHIVCn0DBjP6cSLAv5cz3dKeP1UQueyn8zxvEanThJCyIYkUDsnhoFHOoQpgGBIdMUKL4TAtMBNN/hWSCBSZKx1jSIaDllf+KbqOOmnV02yi3rvI4iuAIHIMqQOActMANaIMOIOABPIEX8Go8Gs/Gm/G+aC0Y+cwh+FXGxzdDaZn7</latexit>

(k1 + dlog2 k1e + 1 = 6)

<latexit sha1_base64="h5S815A+LZcdrbaC6S6YcW0V9TA=">AAACFHicbVDLSgMxFM34rPU16tJNsBUqhTLpQt0IRTcuK9gHdIYhk2ba0MyDJCOUoR/hxl9x40IRty7c+TdmprPQ1gMhJ+fcy809XsyZVJb1baysrq1vbJa2yts7u3v75sFhV0aJILRDIh6Jvocl5SykHcUUp/1YUBx4nPa8yU3m9x6okCwK79U0pk6ARyHzGcFKS65Zr9YmbhPWoc0JZVxf0Ui/M80WuVKHCF5BhM6qrlmxGlYOuExQQSqgQNs1v+xhRJKAhopwLOUAWbFyUiwUI5zOynYiaYzJBI/oQNMQB1Q6ab7UDJ5qZQj9SOgTKpirvztSHEg5DTxdGWA1loteJv7nDRLlXzopC+NE0ZDMB/kJhyqCWUJwyAQlik81wUQw/VdIxlhgonSOZR0CWlx5mXSbDXTeQHfNSuu6iKMEjsEJqAEELkAL3II26AACHsEzeAVvxpPxYrwbH/PSFaPoOQJ/YHz+ALpcmjM=</latexit>

(k2 + dlog2 k2e + 1 = 11)
<latexit sha1_base64="ic3d3hwJihCWMFCDBi5FdUltHf0=">AAAB8nicbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+RS1tFhMhNuEuhbERgjaWEcwHXI6wt9kkS/Z2j905IRz5GTYWitj6a+z8N26SKzTxwcDjvRlm5oWx4AZc99vJbWxube/kdwt7+weHR8Xjk7ZRiaasRZVQuhsSwwSXrAUcBOvGmpEoFKwTTu7mfueJacOVfIRpzIKIjCQfckrASn6lPOnX8A2uly/7xZJbdRfA68TLSAllaPaLX72BoknEJFBBjPE9N4YgJRo4FWxW6CWGxYROyIj5lkoSMROki5Nn+MIqAzxU2pYEvFB/T6QkMmYahbYzIjA2q95c/M/zExheBymXcQJM0uWiYSIwKDz/Hw+4ZhTE1BJCNbe3YjommlCwKRVsCN7qy+ukXat6V1XvoVZq3GZx5NEZOkcV5KE6aqB71EQtRJFCz+gVvTngvDjvzseyNedkM6foD5zPHyZZjzU=</latexit>

(k2 = 7)

<latexit sha1_base64="ichbTRksaUt3gqDeGMl+EgxXBuM=">AAAB83icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBhPBU9iNYDwGvXiMYB6QXcLsZDYZMvtgplcIS37DiwdFvPoz3vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprvLT6TQaNvfVmFjc2t7p7hb2ts/ODwqH590dJwqxtsslrHq+VRzKSLeRoGS9xLFaehL3vUnd3O/+8SVFnH0iNOEeyEdRSIQjKKR3GqDuChCrslVdVCu2DV7AbJOnJxUIEdrUP5yhzFLQx4hk1TrvmMn6GVUoWCSz0puqnlC2YSOeN/QiJo9Xra4eUYujDIkQaxMRUgW6u+JjIZaT0PfdIYUx3rVm4v/ef0UgxsvE1GSIo/YclGQSoIxmQdAhkJxhnJqCGVKmFsJG1NFGZqYSiYEZ/XlddKp15zrmvNQrzRv8ziKcAbncAkONKAJ99CCNjBI4Ble4c1KrRfr3fpYthasfOYU/sD6/AEQ6ZBm</latexit>

7 ⇥ 3
<latexit sha1_base64="RirGuCRENLZZJTiyPIUJeOTBQZQ=">AAAB9HicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsKtCTaWGIiYAIXsrfswYa9vXN3joQQfoeNhcbY+mPs/DcucIWCL5nk5b2ZzMwLEikMuu63k9vY3Nreye8W9vYPDo+KxyctE6ea8SaLZawfA2q4FIo3UaDkj4nmNAokbwej27nfHnNtRKwecJJwP6IDJULBKFrJL3se6aKIuCG1cq9YcivuAmSdeBkpQYZGr/jV7ccsjbhCJqkxHc9N0J9SjYJJPit0U8MTykZ0wDuWKmr3+NPF0TNyYZU+CWNtSyFZqL8npjQyZhIFtjOiODSr3lz8z+ukGF77U6GSFLliy0VhKgnGZJ4A6QvNGcqJJZRpYW8lbEg1ZWhzKtgQvNWX10mrWvFqFe++WqrfZHHk4QzO4RI8uII63EEDmsDgCZ7hFd6csfPivDsfy9ack82cwh84nz99oZCe</latexit>

11 ⇥ 6

<latexit sha1_base64="y2T3Q2CiEesGGtWlOU8TYi7yZ7g=">AAAB8nicbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BFuhXspuBfUiFL14rGA/YLuUbJptQ7PJkswKpfRnePGgiFd/jTf/jWm7B219MPB4b4aZeWEiuAHX/XZya+sbm1v57cLO7t7+QfHwqGVUqilrUiWU7oTEMMElawIHwTqJZiQOBWuHo7uZ335i2nAlH2GcsCAmA8kjTglYyS9Xwp6Hb/DFeblXLLlVdw68SryMlFCGRq/41e0rmsZMAhXEGN9zEwgmRAOngk0L3dSwhNARGTDfUkliZoLJ/OQpPrNKH0dK25KA5+rviQmJjRnHoe2MCQzNsjcT//P8FKLrYMJlkgKTdLEoSgUGhWf/4z7XjIIYW0Ko5vZWTIdEEwo2pYINwVt+eZW0alXvsuo91Er12yyOPDpBp6iCPHSF6ugeNVATUaTQM3pFbw44L86787FozTnZzDH6A+fzBxDMjyc=</latexit>

(b1 = 3)

<latexit sha1_base64="teC37DzPwTr5mjNoNhDv+D3kC94=">AAAB8nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFhMhNuEuhbERgjaWEcwHXI6wt9lLluztHrt7Qgj5GTYWitj6a+z8N26SKzTxwcDjvRlm5oUJZ9q47reT29jc2t7J7xb29g8Oj4rHJ20tU0Voi0guVTfEmnImaMsww2k3URTHIaedcHw39ztPVGkmxaOZJDSI8VCwiBFsrOSXK2G/hm5Q/bLcL5bcqrsAWideRkqQodkvfvUGkqQxFYZwrLXvuYkJplgZRjidFXqppgkmYzykvqUCx1QH08XJM3RhlQGKpLIlDFqovyemONZ6Eoe2M8ZmpFe9ufif56cmug6mTCSpoYIsF0UpR0ai+f9owBQlhk8swUQxeysiI6wwMTalgg3BW315nbRrVe+q6j3USo3bLI48nME5VMCDOjTgHprQAgISnuEV3hzjvDjvzseyNedkM6fwB87nDxhujyw=</latexit>

(b2 = 7)

<latexit sha1_base64="G6z362nU7NXeV7S5HtllIe4Ogmk=">AAACE3icbZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrbdSlm2ArVAtl0kV1IxTduKxgL9AZhkyaaUMzF5KMUIa+gxtfxY0LRdy6cefbmE5nodUDIT/ffw7J+b2YM6ks68sorKyurW8UN0tb2zu7e+b+QVdGiSC0QyIeib6HJeUspB3FFKf9WFAceJz2vMn13O/dUyFZFN6paUydAI9C5jOClUaueVapei6CNWhzQhnXVzRyG3DObJGRGkTwEjZPK65ZtupWVvCvQLkog7zarvlpDyOSBDRUhGMpB8iKlZNioRjhdFayE0ljTCZ4RAdahjig0kmznWbwRJMh9COhT6hgRn9OpDiQchp4ujPAaiyXvTn8zxskyr9wUhbGiaIhWTzkJxyqCM4DgkMmKFF8qgUmgum/QjLGAhOlYyzpENDyyn9Ft1FHzTq6bZRbV3kcRXAEjkEVIHAOWuAGtEEHEPAAnsALeDUejWfjzXhftBaMfOYQ/Crj4xsmF5np</latexit>

(b1 + dlog2 b1e + 1 = 6)

<latexit sha1_base64="zACTVvTKSKfRDNzThj4iKACX3hc=">AAACFHicbVDLSgMxFM34rPU16tJNsBUqhTLpQt0IRTcuK9gHdIYhk2ba0MyDJCOUoR/hxl9x40IRty7c+TdmprPQ1gMhJ+fcy809XsyZVJb1baysrq1vbJa2yts7u3v75sFhV0aJILRDIh6Jvocl5SykHcUUp/1YUBx4nPa8yU3m9x6okCwK79U0pk6ARyHzGcFKS65Zr9Y8twnr0OaEMq6vaKTfmWaLXKlDBK8gQmdV16xYDSsHXCaoIBVQoO2aX/YwIklAQ0U4lnKArFg5KRaKEU5nZTuRNMZkgkd0oGmIAyqdNF9qBk+1MoR+JPQJFczV3x0pDqScBp6uDLAay0UvE//zBonyL52UhXGiaEjmg/yEQxXBLCE4ZIISxaeaYCKY/iskYywwUTrHsg4BLa68TLrNBjpvoLtmpXVdxFECx+AE1AACF6AFbkEbdAABj+AZvII348l4Md6Nj3npilH0HIE/MD5/AJz4miE=</latexit>

(b2 + dlog2 b2e + 1 = 11)

<latexit sha1_base64="dNmyk96FgBD8zDMEUmPaGNl5x/A=">AAAB83icbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsKtCTaWGIiSMJdyN6yBxv29i67cyaE8DdsLDTG1j9j579xgSsUfMkkL+/NZGZemEph0HW/ncLG5tb2TnG3tLd/cHhUPj7pmCTTjLdZIhPdDanhUijeRoGSd1PNaRxK/hiOb+f+4xPXRiTqAScpD2I6VCISjKKV/GqD+ChibohX7Zcrbs1dgKwTLycVyNHql7/8QcKymCtkkhrT89wUgynVKJjks5KfGZ5SNqZD3rNUUbsnmC5unpELqwxIlGhbCslC/T0xpbExkzi0nTHFkVn15uJ/Xi/D6DqYCpVmyBVbLooySTAh8wDIQGjOUE4soUwLeythI6opQxtTyYbgrb68Tjr1mteoeff1SvMmj6MIZ3AOl+DBFTThDlrQBgYpPMMrvDmZ8+K8Ox/L1oKTz5zCHzifPwxRkGM=</latexit>

6 ⇥ 1

Fig. 2. Illustration of our recursive multi-bit encoding scheme. The additional blocks highlighted at the output correspond to added redundancy.

to Lemma 4, and they are also encoded using level-
(l − 1) encoding. The final output is a sequence of
nl =

∏l
i=1(bi + dlog2 bie+ 1) bits.

The overall encoder of k bits is not precisely any of those
above, but makes use of the level-L encoder, where L is
defined to be the value such that kL ≤ k < kL+1. Specifically,
the message of k bits is divided into dk/kLe ≤ bL+1 blocks of
kL bits each, padding the final block with zeros if necessary.
The level-L encoding strategy is then applied to each block.
Note that padding the message at most doubles the message
length.

We similarly recursively define a sequence of decoders:
• A level-0 decoder simply reads the 1-bit input, and

outputs it.
• For l ≥ 1, a level-l decoder reads nl =

∏l
i=1(bi +

dlog2 bie+1) bits, and breaks them into bl+dlog2 ble+1
blocks of size nl−1 =

∏l−1
i=1(bi + dlog2 bie + 1) each.

The level-(l − 1) decoding strategy is applied to each of
these blocks (including the redundancy blocks). Then, the
resulting (decoded) blocks are further decoded according
to Lemma 4, on the assumption that at most one of the
bl + dlog2 ble+ 1 blocks has been corrupted.

The overall decoding strategy is to divide the n received bits
into nL blocks of size n/nL (divisibility holds by construc-
tion), and apply level-L decoding on each one.

B. The Full Protocol

Our protocol depends not only on the sequence (b1, b2, . . . )
introduced above, but also on an additional sequence
(t1, t2, . . . ). It is useful to think of the 1-bit protocol from
Section II as having bl = 3 and tl = 4 for all l (though it does
not append redundancy blocks).

We first assign every node a level. Given (t1, t2, . . . ), the
level of a node j ∈ {1, . . . ,m − 1} is the largest integer l
such that j is a multiple of

∏l
i=1 ti (we set l = 0 if j is not

a multiple of t1). As a result, between consecutive pairs of
level-l nodes, there are tl − 1 level-(l − 1) nodes. A level-l
node operates as follows:
• Read nl =

∏l
i=1(bi + dlog2 bie+ 1) bits;

• Decode these bits using the level-l decoding strategy
described above;

• Encode the result back using the level-l encoding strat-
egy;

• Transmit the resulting nl =
∏l
i=1(bi+ dlog2 bie+ 1) bits

to the next node.

This allocation produces some maximum level L′, which may
differ from the maximum level L in Section IV-A. In view of
this difference, if k < kL′ , the encoder zero-pads the message
to increase its length to kL′ ; our analysis in Section IV-C will
be split according to whether this zero-padding is done or not.
Moreover, the decoder operates at level max{L,L′} regardless
of divisibility by

∏l
i=1 ti.

As with our 1-bit protocol, the propagation of information
is delayed, and each node ignores any “non-specified” bits
before the first “meaningful” bit is received.

We now state our main result for the multi-bit setting, which
will be proved in Section IV-C.

Theorem 4. If p < 3−8/4, then in the limit m→∞ (possibly
with k →∞ simultaneously), the preceding protocol with tl =

(l + 2)2 and bl = b (l+2)2

4 c attains asymptotically vanishing
error probability with a total transmission time of n = O(m+
k).

We state this result with respect to m→∞ for convenience,
but one can easily adapt the protocol and its analysis to fix
m and only take k → ∞; intuitively, adding more hops only
makes the problem more difficult. Moreover, in Corollary 2
below, we remove the condition p < 3−8/4 and give the
precise scaling of the error probability.

C. Analysis of the Protocol

Here we prove Theorem 4. Let εl denote the probabil-
ity of failure associated with transmitting a length-nl block
between two consecutive level-l nodes (or from node 0 to
the first one). Each associated level-(l − 1) block of length
nl−1 has a failure probability of at most tl · εl−1, by a
union bound over the tl level-(l − 1) nodes the block passes
through. Hence, the probability of having two or more failures
among the bl + dlog2 ble + 1 level-(l − 1) blocks is at most(
bl+dlog2 ble+1

2

)
(tlεl−1)2. Since the redundancy added guaran-

tees resilience to any single corrupted block, it follows that

εl ≤
(
bl + dlog2 ble+ 1

2

)
(tlεl−1)2

≤ 1

2
((bl + dlog2 ble+ 1)tlεl−1)2. (17)
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It is convenient to note that bl + dlog2 ble + 1 ≤ 2bl, and
accordingly simply this recursion to

εl ≤ 2(bltlεl−1)2. (18)

Proposition 2. Fix the sequences (b1, b2, . . . ) and (t1, t2, . . . ),
and let (ε̄1, ε̄2, . . . ) be the sequence of upper bounds obtained
via (18) (replacing inequality with equality) with ε0 = p. Then,
the preceding protocol transmits k bits across m hops with
n = O(m+k) transmission time and asymptotically vanishing
error probability as m → ∞ (possibly with k → ∞ simulta-
neously), as long as the following conditions are satisfied: (i)
tl+1bl+1ε̄l → 0 as l→∞; (ii) bl/tl ≤ 1/2 for all l ≥ 1; and
(iii) the summation

∑∞
l=1

log bl
bl

is finite.

We proceed with the proof of this proposition, referring to
conditions (i)–(iii) throughout.

We need to show that the total transmission time associated
with a message of length k over m hops scales as O(m+ k).
Recall the notions of transmission delay and propagation delay
from Section II-B. We will show that the transmission delay
scales as O(m+k) and the propagation delay scales as O(m),
starting with the latter.

A level-l relay node waits to receive
∏l
i=1(bi+dlog2 bie+1)

bits before transmitting. Hence, since there are at most m∏l
i=1 ti

relay nodes at level l, the total propagation delay is at most

L′∑
l=1

m∏l
i=1 ti

·
l∏
i=1

(bi + dlog2 bie+ 1)

≤ m ·
∞∑
l=1

( l∏
i=1

bi
ti

(
1 +

3 log2 bi
bi

))

≤ cm
∞∑
l=1

( l∏
i=1

bi
ti

)
, (19)

where c is a constant such that
∏l
i=1(1 + 3 log2 bi

bi
) ≤ c

for all l; the existence of such a constant is guaranteed
because

∑∞
l=1

log bl
bl

is finite (condition (iii)).6 Since bi
ti
≤ 1/2

(condition (ii)), we also have that
∑∞
l=1

∏l
i=1

bi
ti

is finite, and
hence, the propagation delay is linear in m.

To analyze the transmission delay, we consider two cases.

• Case 1 (k ≤ kL′). Recall that in this case, the message
is zero-padded to increase the length to kL′ . Hence, a
total of

∏L′

i=1(bi + dlog2 bie + 1) bits are sent by the
encoder. Observe that this is equal to the propagation
delay incurred by a level-L′ node, and we have already
shown that this is at most O(m).

• Case 2 (k > kL′ ). In this case, the message length is not
increased, and L (from Section IV-A) is the level at which
the message is encoded (in dk/kLe ≤ bL+1 blocks). The
multiplicative increase in length (of the message size) due
to level-L encoding takes the form

L∏
l=1

(
1 +
dlog2 ble+ 1

bl

)
, (20)

6This is most easily seen by applying the bound 1 + z ≤ ez to the term
1 +

3 log2 bi
bi

.

which is bounded independently of L since
∑∞
l=1

log bl
bl

is finite (analogous to the last step in (19)). Hence, the
transmission delay is O(k) in this case.

It remains to analyze the error probability. We note that
similarly to the analysis of the 1-bit protocol (Section II-B),
even if the decoder’s level max{L,L′} does not coincide
with the notion of divisibility by

∏l
i=1 ti (corresponding to

divisibility by 4l in the 1-bit case), we can still perform the
analysis as though the number of nodes were rounded up to
produce such divisibility. Then, using the same cases as above,
we have the following:

• Case 1: The message is encoded at level L′. There are
at most bL′+1 level-L′ blocks, each of which passes
through at most tL′+1 level-L′ nodes. The error prob-
ability associated with each of these is at most ε̄L′ , so
by the union bound, the overall error probability is at
most tL′+1bL′+1ε̄L′ . By property (i) in Proposition 2, this
approaches zero as L′ increases.

• Case 2: The message is encoded at level L with L ≥ L′,
and the decoder is the only level-L node. There are again
at most bL+1 level-L blocks, so similarly to Case 1, the
overall error probability is at most bL+1ε̄L. Again using
property (ii) in Proposition 2, this approaches zero as L
increases (and since L ≥ L′, it suffices that L′ increases).

The assumption m → ∞ in Proposition 2 ensures that L′ →
∞, and we obtain asymptotically vanishing error probability
as desired, thus proving Proposition 2. It remains to set bl and
tl to prove Theorem 4.

Setting bl and tl. There are many possible choices of bl and
tl such that the conditions of Proposition 2 are satisfied. We
consider the choices tl = (l+ 2)2 and bl = b (l+2)2

4 c. Suppose
there is a constant c > 1 such that

ε0 ≤
1

4c
· 3−8. (21)

We first observe that substituting our choices of bl and tl into
(18) gives

εl ≤
1

8
(l + 2)8ε2l−1 (22)

We proceed to prove by induction that εl ≤ c−2l

4 (l+ 3)−8 for
all l ≥ 1. The case l = 0 holds by assumption in (21). For
the induction step, we substitute the induction hypothesis into
(22) to obtain

εl ≤
1

8
(l + 2)8((c−2l−1

/4) · (l + 2)−8)2

=
1

128
· (l + 2)−8 · c−2l ≤ 1

4
c−2l(l + 3)−8, (23)

where the last equality holds because (l+ 3)8 ≤ 32 · (l+ 2)8

for all l ≥ 0; this is seen by noting that l+3
l+2 = 1 + 1

l+2 , which
is maximized at l = 0 and leads to

(
3
2

)8 ≈ 25.6 < 32.
Theorem 4 now follows by recalling the assumption p <

3−8/4 and setting c = 3−8

4p > 1. Since εl ≤ c−2l

4 (l + 3)−8

but tl and bl are only quadratic in l, we have the desired
condition tl+1bl+1ε̄l → 0 in Proposition 2, with the left-
hand side simplifying to c−(2l)(1+o(1)) (see Section IV-E for
a precise characterization of the final error probability). The
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condition bl/tl ≤ 1/2 in Proposition 2 also trivially holds,
and the final condition

∑∞
l=1

log bl
bl

< ∞ holds because bl is
quadratic in l.

D. Low-Noise and High-Noise Asymptotics

Low noise. Similarly to the 1-bit setting, we handle the
low-noise regime by increasing the number of level-0 nodes.
Here we do so by choosing t1 = Θ(1/p) (keeping the higher
tl values unchanged), with a suitably-chosen implied constant
so that ε1 is kept below 3−8/4. This means that a fraction
1−O(p) of the nodes have level 0 and are performing direct
forwarding. Thus, the contribution to the propagation delay
is at most m from level-0 nodes and O(pm) from higher-
level nodes (by a similar analysis to above), for a total of
m(1 +O(p)).

Due to the term (20) with L that still grows unbounded for
any fixed p > 0, an O(k) term remains in the transmission
delay, with an implied constant that does not approach one
even as p → 0. Hence, the total transmission time is n =
O(k) + m(1 + O(p)). When k = o(m), this is optimal in
view of the m(1 + Ω(p)) lower bound that holds even when
k = 1 (see Section III).

We do not attempt to establish the precise low-noise asymp-
totics for the remaining regimes k = Θ(m) and m = o(k),
which appear to be more challenging. A Taylor expansion
of the channel capacity gives a lower bound of n ≥ k

(
1 +

Ω
(
p log 1

p

))
(even in the one-hop setting), but we leave it as an

open problem as to when this can be matched in the multi-hop
setting.

High noise. In the high-noise setting in which p = 1−δ
2 , our

protocol (with additional repetition coding as mentioned after
Theorem 4) is optimal up to constant factors. Since Θ(δ−2)
repetitions are required to reduce the effective crossover
probability below 3−8/4, the transmission time scales as
Θ(δ−2(m+ k)).

In Section III, we proved a lower bound of n = Ω(δ−2m)
even for the 1-bit setting. In addition, since the capacity of
BSC( 1−δ

2 ) scales as Θ(δ2) as δ → 0, we need Θ(δ−2k)
channel uses to reliably send a message of length k, even in
a 1-hop channel. Therefore, the scaling n = Θ(δ−2(m + k))
is optimal.

E. Variations and Discussion

We conclude this section by discussing the error probability,
computation time, and an ‘anytime’ version of our protocol. To
simplify the discussion, we focus on the case that k = Θ(m),
and hence both also scale as Θ(n).

Decay rate of the error probability. Recall that kl =∏l
i=1 bi, so our choice bi = (i + 2)2 gives kl = eΘ(l log l).

A similar argument also gives nl = eΘ(l log l), and it follows
that both L and L′ scale as Θ( logn

log logn ) (e.g., to make nL
coincide with n). On the other hand, the error probabil-
ity is dictated by εL = e−Θ(2L) (or similarly with L′),
and substituting L = Θ( logn

log logn ) gives a final behavior of
exp(−nΘ(1/ log logn)). This is asymptotically vanishing with
a decay rate marginally worse than e−Θ(nc) (for arbitrarily
small c), but marginally better than 1

poly(n) (with an arbitrarily

large degree); these comparisons are are most easily seen by
writing 1

poly(n) = e−Θ(logn) and comparing the terms in the
exponents.

The preceding discussion and the above idea of using
Θ(δ−2) repetitions are summarized in the following corollary.

Corollary 2. For any fixed p ∈
(
0, 1

2

)
, in the limit m → ∞

with k = Θ(m), our protocol with tl = (l + 2)2 and
bl = b (l+2)2

4 c, combined with a suitably-chosen constant
number of repetitions, attains an error probability of at
most exp(−nΘ(1/ log logn)) with a total transmission time of
n = O(m).

Computation time. Since Lemma 4 is based on the Ham-
ming code, the encoding-decoding process associated with b
blocks, each having k′ bits, is given by O(bk′ log b). In partic-
ular, bit-wise Hamming decoding can be done by multiplying
(modulo-2) a length-b binary vector with the b×O(log b) parity
check matrix in O(b log b) time. If one bit was corrupted, the
resulting vector will index the corruption location.7

For the encoder, the time spent to encode a single level-l
block is given by O(blnl−1 log bl) = O(nl log bl). Since there
are a total of O

(
n
nl

)
such blocks, the total computation time

spent on level-l encoding is given by O(n log bl). Summing
over all levels, the total computational complexity of encoding
is as follows (or similarly with L′ in place of L):

L∑
l=0

O(n log bl) = O
(
n log

( L∏
l=0

bl

))
= O(n log kL) = O(n log n). (24)

Encoding without knowledge of k. When the encoder does
not know m, we can consider a ‘level-∞’ encoder that reads
an arbitrarily long message stream and recursively adapts its
encoding as bits are received. To achieve this, the encoder
operates as follows: (i) Always send out each bit directly; (ii)
Whenever the message length is a multiple of

∏l
i=1 bi for

some l ≥ 1, append the relevant redundancy blocks. Since
appending the redundancy blocks does not require modifying
any of those already sent, the encoder does not need to wait for
a block to arrive completely before sending according to what
it has already received. Thus, the desired ‘anytime’ behavior
of the encoder is achieved.

V. CONCLUSION

We have introduced a simple protocol for attaining positive
information velocity, established order-optimal scaling laws
for the low-noise and high-noise limits, and adapted our
protocol to the multi-bit setting. While several open questions
remain, we believe that the following two directions are of
particular interest:
• As we discussed in Section II-C, we did not optimize

constant factors in our analysis. It would be of significant
interest to work towards tight upper and lower bounds
on the information velocity via refined protocols and/or
a more careful analysis.

7In practice, the performance might be further improved by aggregating the
k′ indices produced by the bit-wise decoding procedures.
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• It would also be of interest to improve the error prob-
ability to be exponentially decaying with respect to the
block length. The main result of [2] shows that this is
information-theoretically possible (even in the multi-bit
setting), but doing so with a simple protocol appears to
be challenging.

APPENDIX

A. Overview of an Existing Approach

In this appendix, we present a simplified variant of Ra-
jagopalan and Schulman’s efficient protocol [2, Sec. 6] that
narrowly falls short of attaining positive information velocity.
It is useful to build this up from a weaker protocol.

Protocol P
(0)
m : We first note that it is straightforward to

transmit a single bit reliably over m hops in O(m logm)
channel uses. This is because each node can estimate a bit
repeated from the previous node in O(logm) channel uses
with error probability 1

m2 , and a union bound gives an overall
error probability of at most 1

m .
For the purpose of building towards refined protocols, it is

useful to improve this simple protocol to obtain a smaller error
probability. To achieve this, we can chain m blocks of length
O(logm) one after the other, and apply the above procedure
independently in each block; each node transmits the estimate
from its (i−1)-th block while receiving its i-th block. The total
transmission time remains O(m logm), but we claim that the
upper bound on the error probability significantly improves to
e−m logm.

To see the latter claim, let the decoder take a majority vote
over the m blocks. Since each block fails with probability
at most 1

m , the probability of any given set of m
2 blocks all

failing is at most
(

1
m

)m/2
= e−(m/2) logm. Then, by a union

bound over at most 2m combinations of positions of the failing
blocks, the overall error probability is at most e−m logm for
large enough m.

Protocol P(1)
m : Let P(0)

logm represent the preceding protocol
with logm hops (ignoring rounding issues). In this refined
protocol, we use protocol P(0)

logm to transmit from node 0 to
node logm, then from node logm to node 2 logm + 1, and
so on, until node m is reached (ignoring divisibility issues).
Thus, there are at most m

logm sub-chains of nodes that apply

protocol P(0)
logm.

Replacing m by logm in the above e−m logm error prob-
ability, we see that P

(0)
logm fails with probability at most

e− logm·log logm. Similarly to the above, we boost the error
probability by repeating protocol P(0)

logm in successive blocks,
this time doing so m

logm times. The probability of m
2 logm spe-

cific blocks failing is at most
(
e− logm·log logm

)m/(2 logm)
=

e−(m/2) log logm, and a union bound gives an overall error
probability of at most e−m log logm for large enough m. More-
over, the number of transmissions is now O(m log logm),
since the multiplicative overhead in applying protocol P(0)

logm

is logarithmic with respect to the quantity in the subscript.
Continuing recursively: We can now replace P

(0)
logm by

P
(1)
logm in the above reasoning, and continue recursively an

arbitrary number of times, to obtain an error probability of at

most e−m log... logm in O(m log . . . logm) channel uses with
an arbitrary number of logs. Of course, the number of logs is
only of theoretical (not practical) interest, since even log logm
is at most 5 for any practical value of m.8 Nevertheless, no
matter how many times we recurse, we fall narrowly short
of attaining positive information velocity; this is due to the
nodes waiting ω(1) time9 to receive useful information from
the previous node.

Final protocol and result: The protocol in [2] refines the
above idea to allow for the transmission of k bits, instead
of just considering k = 1, and accordingly also makes use
of a constant-rate code that can correct a constant fraction
of adversarial errors. In addition, the parameters are set
slightly differently to those above, though the same general
idea (and limitation) remains. The result in [2, Thm. 6.1]
states an error probability of e−Ω(m+k) and a block length
of O((m + k)eO(log∗(m+k))), where log∗(·) is the iterated
logarithm (i.e., the number of times log(·) needs to be applied
to bring the argument below one). Note that eO(log∗(m+k))

is asymptotically smaller than any expression of the form
log . . . log(m+ k).

B. Towards Exponentially Small Error Probability

In this appendix, we provide two approaches for modifying
our 1-bit protocol to further reduce the error probability below
e−Θ(

√
n), and as low as e−Θ(n1−ε) for any fixed ε > 0.

Approach 1: Modified constants. We modify the protocol
in Section II to have two general integer-valued parameters, b
and t (in the original protocol, b = 3 and t = 4):

• The level of a node i ≥ 1 is the largest l such that tl

divides i.
• A level-l node reads in bl bits, breaks it up into b blocks

of bl−1 bits each, performs level-(l − 1) decoding on
each, and estimates Θ according to a majority of b before
forwarding its estimate.

To avoid tie-breaking issues, we assume that b is odd-valued.
The rest of the protocol remains the same.

We again let εl represent the error probability associated
with a level-l block. Instead of εl+1 ≤ 48ε2l from the proof
of Lemma 1, the recurrence relation for the error probability
now becomes

εl+1 ≤
(

b
b+1

2

)
(tεl)

b+1
2 (25)

by an analogous argument as in Lemma 1. Taking the log on
both sides, we obtain

log(εl+1) ≤ b+ 1

2
log(εl) +O(1), (26)

where the O(1) term depends on b and t. Then, for sufficiently
small ε0 (a requirement we can overcome using repetition

8Accordingly, the statements of the form “for large enough m” above may
in fact amount to requiring enormous values.

9Specifically, O(logn) time in protocol P(0)
m , O(log logn) time in pro-

tocol P(1)
m , and so on.
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coding as usual), applying this equation recursively l times
gives

log(εl+1) = −Θ

((
b+ 1

2

)l)
. (27)

On the other hand, up to rounding issues that only affect the
constants, we have m = tL, and substitution into (27) (with
l = L) gives

log(εL+1) = −Θ(mlog((b+1)/2)/ log t) (28)

To achieve positive information velocity, we need t > b. It
suffices to set t = 2(b+1), and we observe that by choosing b
large enough, the resulting exponent log((b+1)/2)

log(2(b+1)) can be made
arbitrarily close to one. Thus, we deduce an error probability
of e−Θ(m1−ε) = e−Θ(n1−ε) for arbitrarily small ε > 0 while
maintaining n = O(m), as desired.

Approach 2: Chaining multiple instances. In the proof of
Lemma 1, we saw that the transmission delay is 3blog4mc =

O(m
log 3
log 4 ) = o(m). However, we can afford it to be O(m)

without affecting the requirement n = O(m). Hence, defining
α = 1 − log 3

log 4 ≈ 0.2075, we can use the idea of repeating
the entire protocol mα times and decoding according to
majority vote. When doing so, we chain the instances of the
protocol one after the other so that the nodes are continually
transmitting after the initial delay incurred in the first instance;
hence, the propagation delay is still only counted once, and
only the transmission delay is blown up.

The error probability for a single trial is e−Θ(
√
m), so the

probability of any particular set of mα

2 trials failing scales

as (e−Θ(
√
m))m

α/2 = e−Θ(m
1
2
+α). A union bound over all(

mα

mα/2

)
≤ 2m

α

such sets contributes only a lower-order term in

the exponent, so we still maintain e−Θ(m
1
2
+α) ≈ e−Θ(m0.7075)

scaling for the final error probability.
We can build on this idea by using the parametrized protocol

from Approach 1 above, but this time keeping b = 3 and only
increasing t. For a single use of the protocol, the maximum
number of levels is L = logtm+O(1), and the power of m
in the exponent of the error probability is 1

log2 t
(as a sanity

check, setting t = 4 gives 1
2 ). This seemingly worsens as t

increases, but the advantage is that we can now repeat the
entire protocol mα times with α = 1 − log 3

log t . This leads to a
final power of m given by α + 1

log2 t
= 1 − log2 3−1

log2 t
, which

can be made arbitrarily close to one by increasing t.
Discussion. In both of the above approaches, the ratio m

n

approaches zero as we take ε→ 0 in the final e−Θ(n1−ε) scal-
ing. Hence, we narrowly fall short of attaining exponentially
small error probability with n = O(m), which is known to be
information-theoretically possible [2].
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